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The students and busy executives alike look up for vacation packages for reenergizing themselves
on their vacation once an year, which render them visit to new places, relaxation and value addition
to their general knowledge treasury.

Travel to new destinations is the most opted choice for a vacationer  to enjoy oneâ€™s vacation and
travel agents are keen in giving their best in the form of vacation packages for the traveler to enjoy
oneâ€™s time.

There are locations  throughout the world, for organizing vacation packages. Popular travel agents
have structured wonderful vacation packages in India. For instance, there are quite a few vacation
packages  from all important Cities of India. To quote a few:

Amazing Ladakh, is one of the vacation packages taking the vacationer for 6 nights to Leh and 1
night to Nubra valley, exposing the vacationer to the wide open spaces, chill and silent atmosphere
but with melodious river flowing sounds nearby, all brought together taking care of the round trip
airfare, accommodation in deluxe and premium hotels, with breakfast and dinner on all the 7 days,
lunch on arrival at Leh and during Pangong Lake visit, all for Rs 21000 from New Delhi and slightly
improved figures from other stations, is really a good deal.

Fasciating Bhutan from Delhi is another beautiful option among Vacation Packages, which runs for
7 days , with 3 nights at Paro and 3 nights at Thimpu, nestled in the lap of Himalayas, with
panoramic mountain views, all expenses taken care of , available for a Vacation package deal of Rs
34000.

Charismatic Kashmir is another vacation package covering Srinagar for 3 nights, Gulmarg for 1
night and Pahalgam for 2 nights, with visits to meadow of flowers, Khilanmarg Valley,
Shankaracharya Temple, Chasma-E-Shahi, NishatBagh, Shalimar Baghetc, besides enjoying time
at Dal Lake, panoramic view of snow capped mountains and green valleys, floating houses and
what not. Full expenses taken care of, for accommodation and return air fare, breakfast, lunch and
dinner, this package would cost Rs 24000 from Delhi , with small variations for vacation packages
from other cities.

These and many other vacation packages are offered by travel agents and a keen vacationer can
contact and bargain for competitive prices, when traveling in groups or when having a vacation in
non-vacation months.

Working hard throughout the year, but spending some time at the end of the year to refresh and
rejuvenate, is the very theme of vacation, to appropriately make it true, vacation packages would
help the lifestyle of every individual who really lives.
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Vacation packages, Cheap International Travel Packages with best deals on international tours. Get
best travel and vacation deals on International Travel Destinations at MakeMyTrip.com
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